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Mining being one of the world’s most dangerous occupations, the mine

workers deserve double credit for their immense endurance. In the late

nineteenth century, the working class was in constant struggle to gain the

8-hour work day. Working conditions were extremely poor, working hours

as long as 16 per day and wages were at best meager. “May 1st is in

celebration of the hard struggles the workers endured and the victories

they won”. Even when we celebrate this victory we remain painfully

aware that there are still workers today who toil under repressive

conditions, with hardly any of the rights internationally proclaimed for

workers the world over. It remains the responsibility of the free worker,

enjoying the May Day rights, to support those of his fellow workers who

are left behind.

GTS believes that the primary goal of a business is to create wealth for

itself but also to lift the livelihoods of its workers and the community in

which it operates. We believe that the profit motive is only there to ensure

that the business continues to meet the needs of its owners, it workers

and the community. This then is the basis for sustainable development.

We at GTS continue to recognise the efforts of our employees by

promoting a safe work environment and an enjoyable work experience.

GTS is featured in the Official 
Mining In Africa Country 
Investment Guide 2015

Up coming events

Botswana Renewable Energy 

Expo
16 – 18 June 2015 , Gaborone Botswana

Electra Mining Botswana
01 – 03 Sep 2015 , Gaborone Botswana

Global Expo Botswana

23 – 25 Nov 2015, Gaborone Botswana

GTS is greatly honoured for the opportunity they have been granted by

MACIG to share their experience and expertise as well as represent

Botswana’s mining investment potential. Based in a country that prides

itself with minerals especially diamonds, GTS has a profound

understanding of the development and investment imperatives in the

mining industry for Botswana and indeed Africa. Mineral Processing &

Operations Management Director, Mr Rodgers Thusi addresses the state

of mining in Botswana. This covered a number of aspects pertaining to

Botswana mining particularly, Infrastructure, service providers, equipment,

skilled Labour and Training which are key enablers for the sustained

growth of the industry in the country. He goes on to point out some of the

untapped areas for which he feels that if they could be fully harnessed

the industry will be able to create employment opportunities for the

citizens of Botswana.

http://macigindaba.com
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“It is labour indeed that makes a                           
difference in everything ”

GIDARY TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS

When describing the power

and water situation in the

country for his part he had this

to say, “ Botswana is a flat

country thus the collection and

storage of runoff water is a

challenge. The mining industry is

therefore forced to resort to

underground water of which

poses significant environmental

problems since underground

water is a non renewable

natural resource”.

Among some of the principles underlying our

relationships are “safety first”, “good practice”,

“human dignity and respect” “regulatory and legal

compliance”. We therefore urge the industrial

community at large to conform to the norm by

fighting against repression of workers rights.

http://www.eventbrite.com/e/botswana-renewable-energy-expo-2015-tickets-8024366095
http://www.electramining.co.bw/
http://10times.com/global-expo-botswana
http://macigindaba.com/

